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Abstract
This paper reports on an ethnographic study of classroom practices in a township school in the Wesbank
settlement near Cape Town, South Africa. Focusing on the ways in which a multilingual and highly diverse
student population confronts English literacy, we argue for a view in which norms are seen as emergent and
contingent on occasion, place, social and sociolinguistic environment. The school, Wesbank High, is by all
standards a ‘peripheral’ school in a marginalised community struggling with very serious socio-economic
marginalisation corroborated with a dearth of high-quality public provisions in the settlement. The school is
one of these provisions, and teachers and learners share ideals of upward social mobility, often crystallised
in discourses on English as an instrument of spatial and social mobility. Learners’ writing in English,
however, displays many features of ‘grassroots literacy’—sub-elite literacy characterised by orthographic,
syntactic, lexical and pragmatic peculiarities. These peculiarities – ‘errors’ when seen from a punitive and
homogeneist viewpoint – appear to be shared by learners and teachers alike, both groups being inserted
in a particular, peripheral economy of English. ‘Errors’, thus, are systemic, normal and hence normative,
they do not preclude effective and differentiating assessments of learners’ performance but are a productive,
positive mechanism that allows teachers to reach a degree of effectiveness with their marginalized and
heterogeneous groups of learners. We witness the production of locality through peripheral normativity, as
well as the creation of a problem of ‘mobility’ when such locally valid forms are deployed elsewhere. These
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findings have implications for globalisation theory and views of systemic power in Third-World classroom
environments.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Societies marked by deep inequality characteristically produce different layers and niches in
which very different ways of life are developed on the basis of rules, norms and opportunities not
valid elsewhere.1 The dynamics within such spaces leads one to suspect that they have a degree of
autonomy vis-à-vis the wider system; yet, they are often seen only in relation to the wider system:
as ‘peripheries’, ‘margins’, ‘backward areas’, ‘poor neighbourhoods’ and so forth (Blommaert,
Collins, & Slembrouck, 2005a). There is a politics of semiotic stratification that assumes the
existence of a uniform system, in which a ranking of ‘good’ and ‘worse’ places can be made.
This mechanism is homogenising, and it often appears as a discourse of standards, ‘normalcy’
and monocentricity, where the norms and customs of the ‘centre’ (i.e. usually the middle class)
are taken to be the only valid ones and the only ones guaranteeing upward social mobility and
success. Failing to meet such norms is then seen as failing to meet the norms—failing to comply
with the only perceived possible trajectory for success in society. And those who fail to meet the
norm are, in one move, rapidly qualified as problems, ‘abnormals’, ‘marginals’, etc. (Foucault,
2003). Education, as a system designed for cultural and social reproduction, is of course a case
in point.
Such homogenising approaches to differences in an unequal society, we intend to demonstrate,
obscure an accurate view and appraisal of the local dynamics in parts of the system. The ‘margin’,
so to speak, is not necessarily a space in which people fail to meet norms, but it can as well be
seen as a space in which different but related norms are produced, responding – ‘ecologically’, so
to speak – to the local possibilities and limitations (Blommaert, Collins, & Slembrouck, 2005a,
2005b). Such norms, of course, do not matter much in the larger scheme of things. Lifted out of
their local context, they bump into the homogenising, singular images of normativity dominant in
most societies and get disqualified without much ado (Blommaert, 2003; Blommaert, Creve, &
Willaert, 2006; also Bonfiglio, 2002; Milroy & Milroy, 1991; Silverstein, 1996). This, however,
is a process that deserves substantial attention, because it is a process often only understood, not
in its own terms, but in terms of the homogenising normativity itself. Disqualifying ‘deviant’
norms almost automatically effaces these norms as existing, socially and culturally valuable and
above all productive problem-solving instruments. This is a classic problem of hegemony in
social science: emphasis on a limited number of categories and notions makes other categories
and notions invisible, even if they might be crucial for an accurate understanding of the very social
1 Research for this paper was done in the context of the VLIR-IUC programme ‘Dynamics of Building a Better Society’
at the University of the Western Cape, South Africa, funded by the Flemish Inter-University Council, to whom we express
our gratitude. Fieldwork was done in July–September 2004 by Nathalie Muyllaert and Marieke Huysmans under the aegis
of the ‘Culture, Language and Identity’ project (which is part of the programme), and was facilitated by a travel grant
for both researchers from VLIR and Ghent University. See Muyllaert and Huysmans (2005) for a detailed account of the
fieldwork procedures and results.
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processes of exclusion and erasure that made them invisible (cf. Irvine & Gal, 2000). Investigating
deviation is therefore (we echo Foucault) an investigation of power.
In this paper, we will explore literacy practices in Wesbank High, a township school in the
Cape Town area, South Africa. On the basis of materials gathered during a first, exploratory period
of fieldwork, we will suggest that ‘deviant’ normativity in language – specifically, orthographic
‘errors’ – becomes a productive instrument that allows teachers to work with groups of learners
displaying wildly different backgrounds, capacities and skills. We will suggest that there is an ad
hoc consensus over local normativity, a normativity that relates to the sociological and cultural
environment (a ‘realistic’ form of normativity, in other words) and thus creates opportunities
for ‘realistic’ appraisals of learning trajectories. It has to be seen in terms of local – restricted
– repertoires of literacy, an economy of literacy in the townships which exists alongside other
economies, in which more diverse and extended repertoires are available. Such ad hoc norms,
therefore, neither counter the dominant (curriculum) norms, nor do they disqualify them; they
suggest a local level of organisation in which different solutions are developed to local problems.
In that sense, the production of local, deviant normativity is both a problem and a solution, as we
shall see. It is a problem because it remains ‘insufficient’ in terms of the dominant norms; it is a
solution because it allows for a productive teaching practice in school as well as for a degree of
community development and identity construction.
A detailed decoding of the conflictual and ambivalent nature of such processes may be fundamental for an understanding of patterns of inequality in societies such as contemporary South
Africa. This paper outlines a theoretical and methodological framework that might facilitate such
a decoding. Imagining literacy normativity not as one uniform object, but as an ecologically and
economically localised one, is an important first step towards analysing it with more sensitivity
to local context, use and function. In what follows, we shall first provide some general contextualising remarks (Section 2). Next, we shall engage with a number of issues emerging from
our fieldwork in Wesbank High, focusing first on the density of occurrences of ‘deviant’ literacy
features (Section 3) and then on local views of function and value of linguistic resources (Section
4). In Section 5, insights from Sections 3 and 4 will be used to sketch a pattern of the production
of locality in Wesbank High. In this section, what is commonly regarded as ‘errors’ committed against a single norm will be converted into productive mechanisms for the construction of
peripheral normativity: a normativity that relates to the sociology of the periphery.
2. The ﬁeld and the issues
The theoretical suggestions we will offer are based on exploratory fieldwork in Wesbank High,
a secondary school in the township of Wesbank, near Cape Town in the Western Cape province
of South Africa. Wesbank is by all standards a peripheral community, isolated from neighbouring
areas and plagued by a variety of social and economic difficulties. It is part of the Oostenberg
Municipality, and it was developed in response to a growing crisis in housing due to internal
migrations from rural areas into the cities after the end of apartheid.
2.1. The settlement
Wesbank was one of the first post-apartheid housing projects. Prior to the start of the housing
project, the area was an informal settlement (i.e. a slum) known as Camelot. In September 1995 the
Provincial Administration of the Western Cape decided that Wesbank should become an area for
the relocation of ‘maximum subsidy’ (i.e. minimum income) families (Achmat & Losch, 2002;
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Fig. 1. A view of Wesbank.

Moola, 2002). Former place of residence, colour or other social diacritics did not play a role.
The building works started in 1997 and, given the critical nature of the housing problems in the
Cape area, proceeded at a rapid pace and with a limited budget. The houses were built with brick
walls and a corrugated iron roof, without thermal insulation. Every house has one toilet and one
washing table. There are three types of houses: simplex (23 m2 ), duplex (26 m2 ) and quadruplex
(28 m2 ) (Moola, 2002). The houses are uniform and excessively simple in structure—people
call them ‘matchbox houses’. The bright colours in which they were painted quickly gave
rise to another nickname: ‘Smarties town’, after the coloured chocolate Smarties (M&Ms)
(see Fig. 1).
People started moving into Wesbank in 1999, and at the time of our fieldwork in 2004 the
community consisted of an estimated 25,000 people, living in 5145 housing units. Due to the
dominance of socio-economic criteria in the selection of inhabitants, the population in Wesbank
was and is very diverse: Wesbank houses people who lived in other townships in the Cape Town
area (Khayelitsha, Mitchell’s Plain) and in the numerous informal settlements mushrooming
around the city, as well as recent immigrants from the Eastern Cape province and from further
afield. Black, coloured and (some) white people are living in the same community (Joncker &
Newton, 2004, pp. 113–118).2 Most of the inhabitants are coloured and Afrikaans speaking,
though 25% are black and Xhosa speaking. The Xhosa community lives together in one section
of Wesbank (Dyers, 2004a).
The original ‘Wesbank Local Structure Plan’ intended to create an urban structure, so that there
would be more infrastructure on less space, with sport fields and recreation zones as well as public
health, education, cultural and commercial facilities (Moola, 2002). In the summer of 2004, however, Wesbank was still a community with very limited public infrastructure and a serious degree
of spatial isolation, caught between highways and inadequately integrated in the local ‘taxi’
transport network (Jonckers & Newton, 2004, pp. 113–118). Apart from ‘shebeens’ and other
small shops, there was one supermarket.3 There were one secondary and three primary schools
2 We adopt the kind of racial categorising terminology still dominant in post-Apartheid South Africa. Though one of
the clearest remnants of Apartheid, these categories still organise discourses on social structure and political processes,
and they still form a blueprint for many emancipatory measures.
3 Shebeens are illegal bars in the townships, often providing (apart from alcoholic beverages) a meeting space and a
shelter against cold and rain for township inhabitants. The term ‘taxi’ refers to small vans operated as (private) public
transport vehicles in the townships, and offering minimal comfort at maximum cost. By absence of a well-functioning
system of subsidised public transport, taxis are often the only means of transport to large groups of township dwellers.
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catering for many thousands of learners, only one taxi rank (without a bus shelter) and no community centre or hospital.4 Overall, the layout of the settlement is geometrical and uniform, army
barracks-style, with hardly any recreational space. The planners overlooked the importance of
social meeting spots, causing growing social exclusion (Jonckers & Newton, 2004, pp. 113–118).
The unemployment rate in Wesbank is very high, perpetuating the poverty which characterised
the eligible population. One has to start one’s own small business or leave the community to find
a job, and commuting out of Wesbank involves considerable travel expenses. Complicating these
socio-economic issues, Wesbank has a very low average education rate, with only about 10% of
the inhabitants having finished grades 11–12. As a consequence, it is not surprising that interviews
with members of the Wesbank community in 2005 resulted in a predominance of very negative
images of Wesbank. It is a community where people stay not because of choice, but because of
necessity.
2.2. The school
Wesbank High is the only secondary school in the area, and its new and well-constructed
facilities rank among the best and most welcoming in the whole of Wesbank. It is situated on the
edge of the settlement, at a certain distance from the main road, and is therefore shielded from
busy traffic and passage. The building is surrounded by a high fence and a gate provides access to
the domain. The building is organised around a large central patio. The school has an (embryonic)
library annex computer-room; there are some (modest) sports facilities at the back of the building;
a vegetable garden is under construction. Apart from daytime teaching activities, there are also
evening adult classes.
During the starting phase, a very experienced school principal was seconded to Wesbank High.
In 2004, a new principal was appointed and took over. Together with 29 teachers, two assistants
and a small maintenance staff, he was responsible for about one thousand learners. One or two
teachers took turns as deputy principals, a task they had to combine with their full-time teaching
jobs. The school had appointed a learning area coordinator for almost every subject, and every
grade also got one or two coordinators. The exact content of these functions, however, was not
clearly defined. There were several specific task forces, including a disciplinary team (mostly
men) to ensure discipline at school—again tasks to be combined with full-time teaching loads.
A Teacher Supporting Team tried to make time to listen to learners in difficulties. Keeping the
socio-economic environment of Wesbank in mind, it is not surprising that many youngsters had to
cope with difficult situations, both school- and (mostly) not school-related. Again, only the breaks
could serve as available time to address these issues, but such issues had to compete, of course,
with numerous other tasks. One specialised school counsellor was appointed in the area, but she
had to divide her time among 29 different schools. Consequently, she could only be contacted
in case of very serious problems; less dramatic cases had to be solved by the school staff. With
two suicides, two suicide attempts, and some stabbing incidents in a couple of weeks’ time, it
was obvious that a full-time counsellor would have been very useful. Only little guidance and
support was provided to learners to meet the challenges of their daily lives (a feature that holds
for other township schools as well; see Kapp, 2001). The learners had to wear (at least parts

4 Two of the primary schools operated for a while in what is known as the ‘platoon system’: two schools using the same
building. The learners of ‘Wesbank no 1’ had classes from 8.00 a.m. until 1.00 p.m. The learners of ‘Hoofweg primary’
were taught from 12.30 p.m. until 5.00 p.m.
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of) a uniform that consisted of a white shirt, grey pants and black shoes. Frequently additional
clothes were necessary because of the low temperature in the classrooms, and sometimes learners
added decorations of their own. Violence, in several forms, seemed part of the school culture;
learners frequently acted aggressively and teachers had very different reactions to that, ranging
from escalation to denial.
In 2004 the school provided grades 8–10 and offered the following subjects: English, Geography, Afrikaans, History, Xhosa, Life Orientation, Technology, Needlework, Mathematics, Natural
Science/Biology, Management Science, Business Economics; Accountancy; Economics. In order
to meet the demand of the Department of Education to be a focus school, Wesbank High also
offered (next to general subjects) Music, Art and Culture, Dance, Tourism and Home Economics.
Plans for curriculum-extension and time-management improvement were on the table at the time
of our fieldwork. The school was also busy phasing in the outcome-based education and training
(OBE) system.5
Wesbank High is a dual-medium school, which means that subjects are offered in two languages: English and Afrikaans. In 2004 the school counted nine grade 8 classes, nine grade
9s and five grade 10s. Every grade had two class groups having English as the medium of
instruction, and it must be noted that only the rarest of learners in these groups had English
as their mother tongue. The rest of the classes had Afrikaans as medium of instruction, and
mostly this was the learners’ mother tongue. This division can immediately serve as an indicator
for the balance between black and coloured learners in the school. The majority was coloured
and took Afrikaans-medium classes. Very few black learners joined them there, as most black
learners attended English-medium classes, where one found few coloured learners. This seems
a simple language issue, but it had social and sociolinguistic repercussions, as we shall see
further on.
2.3. Fieldwork
Ethnographic fieldwork was conducted between July and late September 2004; a total of 25
days in the school. In close collaboration with the teachers, we selected three classes, one from
each grade, which would be followed more closely. The classes chosen were typically large: 46
learners in 8C (the 8th grade class), 42 learners in 9C (9th grade), and 36 in 10A (10th grade),
with an average 50–50 gender rate. 9C was known as a rather unruly class, and 10A was chosen
primarily because it was an English-medium class consisting of learners who came from very
different places in South Africa.
Most of the fieldwork time was spent on ‘being in the school’ and it yielded a complex and
voluminous body of data representing different aspects of school identities and procedures and
was complemented by an intense exposure to daily routines and to life in Wesbank. We conducted systematic classroom observations, resulting in large amounts of field notes on language
usage, patterns of behaviour in the class, the teacher’s performance, the dynamics of group formation, etc. We also drew up a questionnaire for the teachers and the principal inquiring into
personal details, educational backgrounds and patterns of language use, the results of which were
complemented by in-depth interviews with the principal, the teachers of 9C and 10A and with
teacher X.
5 OBE is a policy in which particular skills and competences rather than chunks of information are given focal attention;
the approach is based on experiential learning and involves small group work, a strong orientation to competence and
skills, and portfolio work rather than formal exam performance.
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Fig. 2. Language–mind map.

Apart from these standard ethnographic methods, we also collected two extra sets of data,
designed specifically to offer us contextualised evidence of writing practices. Two assignments
were given to the three classes. The first one was to draw a language–mind map: a graphic,
star-like drawing in which learners identified languages, domains and attitudes within their own
repertoires (see Fig. 2).6
The second assignment was a writing assignment inquiring into the school history of the
children. Where did they go to school and for how long? In which medium were they instructed
and which languages did they have as a subject? Response rates for the assignments fluctuated
between more than 80% and less than 60%, mainly due to the high rate of absences each day—a
‘normal’ but unfortunate feature of Wesbank High. During the third week of our fieldwork,
we started on analyses of learners’ portfolios. Two learners per class were selected, either by
volunteering (10A) or in consultation with the teachers (8E and 9C), and in each case with the
written consent of parents or guardians of the learners. The kind and the amount of portfolios
gathered depended on the willingness of the teachers to hand them over and the relevance of the
subjects for our research. Thus, we collected portfolios on English, Xhosa and Tourism (10A), Life
Orientation, Arts, Natural Science, English, Afrikaans and (for one learner) Mathematics (9C),
and Afrikaans, English, Life Orientation, Geography, Technology (8E). The six learners whose
6 The language–mind map was used regularly in various kinds of sociolinguistic research in the area, prior to our
fieldwork, and some of the teachers were familiar with it. We gave teachers an example of the language–mind map with
some explanation and instructions, asking them to administer it to their learners. Here is the text of the instructions: “The
idea is that learners show us what languages they speak, where and at what time. They have to do that by drawing a
circle with their name and their mother tongue in it. The circle has several branches, which indicate different places or
circumstances. For example: at home with parents, at home with brothers and/or sisters, in church, at school, with friends at
school/at home, in the shop, on the street . . .. At each branch they write down the language they speak. (. . .) Together with
the mindmap, the learnes write down their feelings about the different languages. For examples: what language do they
like most and why? What language do they think is the most important one in South Africa? Do they try to communicate
with people/learners who speak other languages? Why/why not? Do they think it is important to learn other languages?
Why? Etc.”
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portfolios we could examine became a focal group in the remainder of our fieldwork. A long,
open interview with each of them was conducted between 23 August 2004 and 31 August 2004.
The learners were allowed to bring a friend to the interview in case they felt insecure. Learners A
and D made use of this opportunity. In the interview, information was gathered on their feelings
about the school and its population, on the respondents’ own school performance, feelings about
their language use and opinions about different languages and the people who use them. We were
interested in the way they thought about the future and the way they felt in their class group and
their friends. Questions about Wesbank itself and the social situation of the learners came up as
well.
The six selected learners represented widely diverse backgrounds, life histories, skills and educational achievements (see the short descriptions of their profiles in the appendix to this paper),
and in that sense, they were a representative sample of the extremely heterogeneous Wesbank
High population. Their profiles show that broken families, poverty, migration and marginalisation
dominate the environments of the learners. All of the learners also displayed chequered patterns
of academic achievement. Only one learner (E) passed on average for every subject; the others displayed enormous discrepancies between very good and very bad marks (e.g. learner C:
Geography 83%, mathematics 25%) or have overall poor results (e.g. learner B: highest 60%,
lowest 29%). As for language subjects, three learners (A, C and E) perform well, while the other
three fail on average for language subjects. Thus, in Wesbank High, it was hard to distinguish
‘stronger’ and ‘weaker’ learners: most had subjects for which their scores were good and others for which they were miserable, and all shared some problems, as we shall see below. Also,
given the size of the classes and the huge differences in academic performance among the pupils,
motivation, class discipline and attention were often wanting during class periods. Teachers, of
course, could not attend to the specific needs of their strongest and weakest learners, and as we
saw above, the school could not count on an adequate support system for special educational
needs.

3. The error as terror: deviation and normativity in Wesbank High
The previous section ought to have shown that teachers in Wesbank High face a number of
challenges: big classes with a very heterogeneous population qua backgrounds, capacity and levels
of achievement; a poor and marginalised community; an under-resourced school in which special
educational needs cannot be adequately addressed. Let us now have a look at some classroom
activities in Wesbank High. We will restrict ourselves to observations on literacy practices and the
way in which we see complex relations towards norms there. This restriction is a matter of space,
not of methodology, and it is useful to emphasise that the observations on literacy are mirrored
in the spoken varieties of learners and teachers as well (for a detailed study, of relevance to our
concern, see Kapp, 2001).

3.1. Getting it right
We already mentioned that all learners regardless of their average scores shared some problems,
and one major problem was command of basic literacy skills. A close examination of the data
gathered among learners reveals that almost all of them consistently (and with amazing frequency)
produced particular types of writing features:
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

the erratic use of capitals (not using them where needed, using them where not needed);
difficulties in singular and plural marking;
difficulties with verb inflection, especially plural marking and tense marking;
problems with the use of definite and indefinite articles (not using them where needed);
a wide range of spelling problems, mostly a result of acoustic writing (writing according to
pronunciation);
(vi) a tendency to aestheticise writing, even while struggling with basic writing skills—writing
as drawing.
These features occurred regardless of the languages used by learners (we shall later see that
they also occur in the teachers’ writing). In addition, many learners had more specific problems
with completing relatively undemanding syntactic and grammatical tasks in English. Let us look
at a small random sample from the data gathered. First, observe these examples of erratic capital
use:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Because they thought that is a Gun Sound and the boy wasn’t back @ home.
If I loved him, He would marry me
ja, Ek dink daar is toekoms, . . . (yes, I think there is a future, . . .)
Watte taal hou jij Niks van nie? (Which language do you dislike)
BECAUSE You can Communicate with Everyone with it.
You can go to the far lands that they speek other language lets say maybe they speek french
they may understand english.
7. ENGlish. because it’s the oFFicial Language in South Africa
Example 6 already shows that apart from the erratic use of capitals, learners also struggled
with spelling. Here is a sample of the spelling problems we encountered in our data, and as noted
above, many of them have to do with acoustic writing. We see, for instance, errors that seem to
have their origin in ‘accent-in-writing’: local ways of pronouncing words reflected in writing.
Xhosh/Xhoza (Xhosa), Fraans (Frans), spesel (special), dearist (dearest), sewand (selwand),
emegency exit (emergency exit), amtelle/amtelik (amtelike), Englis (English), defferent
(different), importend (important), neve (never), disent (decent), ather (other), whe (when),
hotal (hotel), iconomy (economy), trave egent (travel agent), trasport (transport), eirs (ears),
anather (an other), pefect (perfect), merriage (marriage), the (there)
Related to the former category, some forms betray interlingual influences from Afrikaans on
English and vice versa:
Africaans, Afrikans (Afrikaans), Franch (Frans), populare (popular), becouse (because),
finde (find), importante (important), famile (family), countrie (country), somethinge (something), Engilhs (Engels)
We also see homophone spellings (spelling a word in a way that allows homophonous realisation in speech)
now (know), noyse (nose), a price hate/apesiheth (appreciate), sutch (such), mybe (maybe),
eath (earth), restaurand (restaurant), Afrikaan (Afrikaans), Soud-Africa (South Africa),
language (language), meter (matter), there leder (their leader), leyzy (lazy), us (use), mothe
language (mother language), no (know), learne (learner), sow (so), verry (very), everry
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Fig. 3. Word order task in English.

(every), othe/ather/arther (other), som (some), busness (business), arwer/awer (our), rase
(race), speek (speak), lurners (learners)
Some errors might be based on the complexity of the graphic form: inverted order of symbols,
confusion about the graphic representation of sounds, etc.
whit (with), South Africka/Soud-Afica (South Africa), peopel (people), a noteher (an other),
mith (might), aers (ears), coputer aided design (computer aided design), pleke (plekke),
meste (meeste), Nedelerlands (Nederlands), feel unappreciatel (feel unappreciated), beutyfull (beautiful), becuase (because), language/language/languge (language), somethimes
(sometimes), liek/lick (like), tuong/tounge/togue (tongue), the want (they want), speck
(speak), moust (most), aproff (a proof), peop/peaple (people), respectfull (respectful), leasten (listen), weather (wether)
Fig. 3 is an example of a word order task in English; Fig. 4 is an example of an orthographic
(spelling) correction task. Figs. 5–7 show how all these isolated difficulties combine in creative
writing. Fig. 8, finally, shows another widespread feature: the tendency to create an aesthetic
textual product in spite of the difficulties in handling literacy codes.
These features of writing are not unexpected: they are features of ‘grassroots literacy’, and
very widespread in Africa and elsewhere (Blommaert, 2005a; see Prinsloo & Breier, 1996 for
studies of contemporary South Africa). They can be encountered in many places in the world
where people are inserted in sub-elite literacy economies and have restricted literacy repertoires,
and often assume the shape of a skeleton writing competence in which acoustic images of words
are noted in an unstable spelling system (on the distinction between writing and spelling, see
Kress, 2000). Grassroots literacy, we insist, need not be seen as ‘bad literacy’ or “restricted literacy” in Goody’s terms (Goody, 1968). Such terms suggest a particular (inferior) position on
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Fig. 4. Spelling correction task.

one uniform continuum of ‘quality’ in literacy, whereas it is far more useful to see grassroots
literacy as one particular literacy ‘culture’ with a degree of autonomy vis-à-vis related literacy
cultures, including that of elite, normative literacy. It is a form of literacy which results in very
restricted literacy repertoires and in which, consequently, the norms and codes of literacy are
deployed differently, in a different system of visualisation of meaning. It is not ortho-graphy,
but hetero-graphy, the deployment of literacy techniques and instruments in ways that do not
respond to institutional ortho-graphic norms but that nevertheless are not completely chaotic,
even if such chaos appears to be the most conspicuously feature (Blommaert, 2005a). There
is order in the chaos: we see recurrent ‘errors’, widespread as types in the examples given
here as well as in those found elsewhere, and rather than seeing this as an absence of order
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Fig. 5. A letter to the principal.

Fig. 6. What language do you like most and why?

Fig. 7. Do you try to communicate with people who speak other languages?

and consistency, one can also see it as the presence of a different kind of order operating
within a restricted repertoire. These forms of literacy respond to local issues of function and
need; they are, in other words, ecologically embedded in the community in which they operate (cf. Barton, 1994; Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Collins & Blot, 2003; Jaffe, 2000; Street,
1995).7
This view, in which such forms of writing are seen as belonging to a particular local literacy
culture, complicates matters that otherwise might seem overly clear. For one thing, it does not
help to dismiss the learners’ writing as littered with orthographic errors: there is a more productive hetero-graphic way of seeing it. It does not only exist in relation to one (institutional)
7 This insight belongs to the central toolkit of the so-called New Literacy Studies (e.g. Gee, 1990; Street, 1995). In
the NLS, literacy is seen as situated practice, i.e. as a form of human activity that needs to be interpreted contextually.
Part of the context—of any context—is normativity, but the relationship between the actual practices and the complexes
of norms that govern it is seldom straightforward. Literacy, like semiotic behaviour in general, responds to all sorts of
practical ideologies.
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Fig. 8. Tourism assignment.

norm of writing, but it exists in relation to a multitude of such norms. Also and consequently,
superficial comparison with similar forms of writing produced, e.g. in the UK or the US is not
helpful either, as they would again suggest one uniform literacy complex that functions as a
yardstick for assessing degrees of quality in literacy. Even if we see similar graphic realisations
in contemporary and historical examples of writing from the West, the particular histories of
becoming of such forms as well as their contemporary embeddedness in socio-economic, cultural
and ideological contexts call for deeper and more nuanced analyses. If, for instance, someone
in a literacy-saturated environment writes ‘luv’, it is likely that she/he also knows that there is
an orthographically normative version, ‘love’, and that she/he would be able to write this ortho-
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graphically normative version. Writing ‘luv’ then becomes an act of wit, skill and graphic creative
display, something that exists alongside normative writing and derives its indexical values of creativity and wittiness from the contrast with an (accessible) norm. What we are facing here is
an interplay between two different literacies, both of which are within the reach of the same
user because both belong to the literacy repertoire of the user. In contrast, the learner who wrote
‘dearist’ instead of ‘dearest’ in her letter to the principal (Fig. 5) has no access to the orthographically normative version of the word; ‘dearist’ is her best possible graphic realization, because
the orthographically normative version is not accessible in her particular literacy repertoire (see
also the examples and discussions in Blommaert, 2005a). Even if forms of writing in South
Africa and the UK have a prima facie similarity, it is what lies beneath the surface that counts
when we want to address the roles and functions of these forms of writing for those who employ
them.8
Summarizing, we have seen that the learners’ writing in Wesbank High displayed features of
grassroots literacy. The features are not group-specific but widespread features of a particular
form of literacy, and they occur regardless of the linguistic backgrounds of the learners as well as
of their average academic performance. They are, in other words, a level of shared literacy culture
in an otherwise extremely heterogeneous community.
3.2. The teachers
The picture of a shared literacy culture becomes particularly intriguing as soon as we start
looking at teachers’ language usage. Many of the features we detected in the learners’ writing
also occur in the writing of teachers. Consider the following examples, taken from questionnaire
responses:
(1) “English, being an international language would equipt learner to be able to communicate
effectively internationally.”
(2) “Learners feel shy to speak a minority languge. Mostly make youse of code switching. Also
afraid of stereotyping.”

8 To go by Jack Goody’s words: “To treat the units of study as self-contained, ahistorical isolates, as many sociologists
have done, is to neglect important areas of social action” (1968, p. 199). Goody’s sensible warning is unfortunately
followed by an impressive example of de-historicised analysis. An earlier version of this paper met with a referee’s
scepticism, derived from the prima facie similarity between our data and similar ‘shaky’ writings observed in educational
environments in Western societies. There are indeed many widespread forms of hetero-graphy in the West, and such forms
often fuel the discourses of dropping standards of writing (what Milroy & Milroy, 1991 call the “complaints culture”).
Such discourses have been around for a while, each generation of teachers (and parents!) bemoaning the observably
inferior literacy performance of their children, and each generation’s governments announcing measures to safeguard or
raise the standards. This mystery, in which each generation complains about the dissipation of homogeneity in literacy
achievements (in the face of an amazing factual enduring homogeneity in literacy achievements), might appear less
mysterious if we look at it from the perspective sketched here: the existence of different literacy cultures, partly separate
and partly overlapping, within every literate society. Students bringing the codes of contemporary mobile phone text
messaging into college environments—e.g. in sending e-mail messages to their tutors—would be a case in point. It is
good to remember that there are degrees of ‘quality’ in text messaging too, that there are virtuoso practitioners of the genre,
and that we are not facing one ‘perverted’ form of literacy but two coexisting and mutually influencing literacy domains,
both belonging to the literacy repertoire of the users. Like in the example of ‘luv’, virtuosity in sub-elite literacy does not
pre-empt virtuosity in elite literacy in societies in which these different forms of literacy are available and accessible to
most. Literacy needs to be thought of, like speech, in terms of repertoires, and the composition of such repertoires is a
historical and sociological matter which results in very different outcomes for different people.
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Fig. 9. Sample from the teachers’ questionnaire.

In (1), we see a spelling error (“equipt”) and a missing article or a problem with plural marking
(“the learner” or “learners”); in (2) we also see spelling errors (“languge”, “youse”) and two rather
unexpected forms of subject and verb ellipsis in the two final sentences. The spelling errors in
(2) are similar to those encountered in the learners’ writing above. Figs. 9 and 10 provide further
examples; note again the typological similarity between the errors made by the teachers and those
made by the learners (e.g. accent in “avangelist” and “galaries” in Fig. 9; unwarranted capitals
and acoustic writing in “Well Establish”, Fig. 10).
So teachers and learners appear to share some of the features of writing and make typologically similar errors—both groups appear to different extents to be part of a particular
hetero-graphic literacy complex, to the sub-elite stratum of literacy. This is a sociologically
‘realistic’ form of literacy in the sense that it mirrors the marginalised status of the community in which it occurs. It is a form of literacy that characterises the place in which they operate,
and in which access to elite (hyper-normative, homogenised) literacy is severely restricted. It
is not the case that teachers incorporate an abstract, ideal and uniform literacy norm, which
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Fig. 10. Sample from the teachers’ questionnaire.

would set them apart from their learners.9 The reason is again a historical one. The teachers in Wesbank High all belonged to the same ‘racial’ groups as their learners: coloured and
black. And even if, in comparison with their learners, they would be relatively well-off (they
are a salaried professional lower middle-class), being black or coloured equalled structural
disenfranchisement until very recently. The Wesbank High teachers, in other words, come
from a similar sub-elite stratum in society, in which the material and symbolic privileges
of the elite were and are rare commodities. Traces of that structural marginalisation can be
9 Charlyn Dyers and her collaborators in the IIlwimi Centre at UWC have over the last decade collected a massive
amount of data on local literacies, language practices and language attitudes in the Cape townships. These data remain
unfortunately largely unpublished (but see Dyers, 2004a, 2004b). Another very valuable source, corroborating our analysis
here, is Kapp (2001).
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Fig. 11. Teacher’s corrections.

found even today, and they provide a bedrock of shared culture between teachers and learners.
The teachers deploy this sociologically real local form of literacy as a normative tool in teaching
practice. This becomes clear when we look at the way in which teachers correct and mark learners’
assignments. Consider Fig. 11, an English writing assignment marked and corrected by the teacher.
In discussing it, we shall use the term ‘error’ because we are addressing an evaluated exercise in
orthographic correctness.
The teacher identifies and corrects 8 writing errors and marks the assignment with “excellent!
84%”. The teacher, however, does not spot the error in sentence 2: “love end care”, nor the
three errors in sentence 4: “something”, “somone” and “When you love her our him” (note
that the teacher also let pass the division of (4) in two separate sentences). And in sentence
6, the teacher corrects two cases of acoustic writing (“all so spesiale”), but does not spot and
appraise the initial intention of the learner (aborted while writing) to add a beneficiary to the
syntax of the sentence (“fruits are for someone also very special”). A self-correction such as
the one in sentence 6 reveals the learner’s struggle with literate narrativity: the grammatical
blueprint is there, but literacy obstacles prevent a smooth narrative realisation of it. The teacher’s
encouraging marks and comments show that the form of literacy displayed by the learner is
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positively valued; the teacher’s reading and assessment of it is less than punitive and overlooks
several more errors as well as the general struggle with literate narrativity displayed in the learner’s
responses. Observe that the errors not sanctioned by the teacher belong to the types we identified
earlier: acoustic writing and ‘accent’ in writing—types of errors also present in the teachers’
writing.
The teacher assessing the assignment in Fig. 8 overlooks several rather severe writing errors
as well. The missing articles, e.g. are not identified as errors (“Tourist is someone . . .”, “It can
be sportsman, business, etc.”, “provides place for people to stay”—note also the spelling error in
‘busines’); and the inflectional error in “It supply transport for people/tourist” is also not marked
as an error. Turning to Fig. 5, finally (the letter to the principal), we again see that the teacher does
not intervene in the general uneasiness of expression in the letter (the frequent use of “but”, for
instance), and that very problematic expressions such as “to thank you for the doing us a big thing”
are also allowed to pass. We can go on: our data contain numerous examples of teachers partially
sanctioning and correcting learners’ transgression of ‘general’ English orthographic norms.10
3.3. Peripheral norms
The shared literacy culture thus affects systems of appraisal and marking by teachers. In other
words: grassroots literacy becomes not only a practical code, a tool for expression, but also an
evaluative and hence normative code, a code in which degrees of correctness and ‘quality’ can be
distinguished. Thus, a local system of differing ‘qualities’ of literate expression is created which
does not pre-empt serious and consistent evaluation – see the teacher’s marks and corrections and
the diverging average scores of learners – but which shifts the yardstick of evaluation away from
an unattainable presumed universal and singular norm to a local, realistic norm to which learners
can aspire and towards which they can make improvements. This is not done on purpose—it is
not the case that teachers perceive themselves as lenient towards learners (on the contrary, in
our interviews with them, most teachers self-defined as demanding, strict and rigorous towards
their learners). It is an effect of both groups being part of the same sub-elite literacy stratum in
society.
This normative yardstick, consequently, is embedded in the local economies of semiotic
resources. It is, in other words, a normative complex with at least some degree of sociological and cultural reality in terms of the levels of literacy prevalent in Wesbank, where (as we saw
earlier) low levels of education are the rule rather than the exception, and where substantial diversity in linguistic, social and cultural backgrounds is the rule as well. Consequently, doing ‘well’
at school means doing well in terms of local criteria for acceptable performance; it is about doing
well in Wesbank, not in an abstract universe of learning.
Undoubtedly, this has positive effects. The teacher’s marks and comments such as “excellent!” must have a stimulating effect on the learner, who, thanks to this realistic local normativity
has the opportunity to perform better than when a punitive, external, perceived universal normativity would be applied to his/her assignments. That this must have a positive impact on the
self-perception of the learner, and on his/her motivation, is more than an educated guess. The
localisation of normativity probably also allows teachers to attain some level of effectiveness

10 Again we do not doubt that elsewhere in the world, similar examples of partial correction or error identification can be
found. They all beg the question of whether we are addressing separate literacy cultures rather than one uniform complex,
and comparing them must consequently pass through a filter of rigorous contextual analysis.
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in front of the large and very heterogeneous classes that characterise Wesbank High. Again, an
‘absolute’ (external, a-contextual) norm would most probably lead to no-passes for almost every
learner, whereas application of the realistic norm allows for some degree of differentiation, some
degree of identification of ‘better’ and ‘worse’ learners.
There is thus a pedagogical and moral case to be made for this procedure. Even though,
from one perspective, it amounts to lifting ‘errors’ to the level of norms (and thus ‘normalising’
errors in writing), another perspective suggests that it offers interesting pedagogical opportunities
and is thus a productive, positive procedure. It can be seen as the localisation of education
standards—something which probably occurs everywhere (e.g.: all over the world, English is
learned with an accent), but is rarely recognised and acknowledged. Education, certainly on
literacy, is very often seen as developing with reference to indisputable and a-contextual codes
and norms. What happens in Wesbank High is the ‘downscaling’ of education, bringing it down to
the level of the local or regional community, borrowing its norms and expectations, and training
learners in the local(ised) codes and norms. The norms in Wesbank High are used to include, not
just to exclude.
4. Perceptions of the centre
Thus, in the practice of teaching and learning we see that Wesbank High has localised its
normative complexes, adjusting its evaluative schemes and scales, and creating a viable, realistic
pedagogy practice in which local varieties of literacy are valued. So far, so good—we have identified a set of practices which (perhaps counter-intuitively) is a solution to otherwise monumental
obstacles to academic achievement: the unattainable nature of ‘ideal’ norms, the norms of the
centre, for people in the periphery.
It is, of course, not only a solution but a problem as well, and in its most straightforward formulation the problem is this: while being able to develop a productive and stimulating learning environment which offers new opportunities to more learners in a ‘difficult’
social environment, the localisation of norms also involves a move away from the norms
of the ‘centre’. And these norms, as we know, are hegemonic in the end. When Wesbank
High graduates intend to move on to institutes of higher learning, the errors in their essays
will not be perceived as tokens of local cultural creativity and peripheral normativity, but as
indexes of poor academic literacy levels. The features that were instruments of inclusion and
creativity at the local level of Wesbank, suddenly become objects of exclusion at a higher
level.
Throughout our fieldwork, an overwhelming majority of learners and teachers saw English
as the ‘most important’ language in South Africa—as the linguistic resource carrying most
prestige and promise of social and spatial mobility (see also Dyers (2004a), Bekker (2003)
provides an insightful historical analysis). Of course, ‘English’ – as a tool for social and spatial mobility – offers only a small margin of negotiability as to norms and codes: whenever we
frame English in terms such as those here, we are talking about prestige varieties of English.
Wesbank High learners, however, expressed their belief in the mobility-endowing potential
of English in strongly ‘accented’ varieties, varieties that displayed the peripheral normativity
we identified in the previous section. Let us return briefly to Fig. 6. This is what the learner
writes:
“The language that I like at school to learn English because that Everybody they lean English
because is a very nice language to Everyone that they want to speak English”
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Consider also this example from another learner’s language–mind map:
“cause over race in this country can understand English and we can communicate with
everyone whether in South Africa or in any other country.”
It is clear that the ‘English’ both learners have in mind is not the ‘English’ they articulate in
their answers; there is a gap between ‘their’ English and ‘the’ English considered to be the most
important language in South Africa.
This English is an object of considerable attention, and learners struggle to acquire it. What
follows is a fragment from an interview between the researchers N and M and learners A and G:

Observe how A and G identify English as a target, as something to be learned, not as something
already acquired (even though they responded to the interview questions in English). Note also
that English is at the top of a local ideologically informed hierarchy of languages in which
respondents usually distinguish three elements: English, Afrikaans and Xhosa. There is strong
emotional affinity with Afrikaans and Xhosa (the ‘mother tongues’ of most children in Wesbank).
English is usually specified as to domain – interaction with friends or outsiders (such as the
European researchers), and class activities – and as a prestige resource it is situated outside of
Wesbank: English is the language that will allow people to ‘get out of’ Wesbank, to better and more
prosperous environments (cf. also Dyers, 2004a, p. 28). It is because of this connection between
English and social and spatial mobility that English is given its (quite common) attribution of
‘neutrality’, a neutral medium allowing Afrikaans (coloured) and Xhosa (black) mother tongue
speakers to interact with one another without activating ethnolinguistic sentiments.
Dreams of ‘moving out’ are widespread. Many learners articulate explicit desires to move on
to higher learning tracks, as in the next fragment where N and M inquire into D’s plans after
‘matric’ (the qualifying exam after high school):
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By absence of such rather precise trajectories of further learning, the aspiration is usually ‘to
become rich’:

Or, in its most elementary form, just to get out of Wesbank:

All these dreams and imagined upward (and outward) trajectories are predicated on knowledge of the ‘English’ the learners described earlier as a prestige resource.11 There is an
awareness of that, and this (sociologically very accurate) awareness explains the learners’
desire to acquire ‘English’. Thus, learners in Wesbank appear to have a rather precise
idea of the ‘centre’ of society and of the way in which trajectories from the periphery to
the centre require access to and control over specific symbolic goods such as (‘standard’)
English.
It is in light of this that the localisation of norms in teaching becomes slightly more
problematic. The gap we saw between the ‘English’ identified as the resource of social and
spatial mobility, and the ‘English’ in which they articulated this view, is what we call a pretextual
gap: a gap between expected language competence and really available language competence
(Maryns & Blommaert, 2002). Such pretextual gaps are systemic: they do not depend on the
11 Answers such as the ones reported here raise questions about motivations for language choice. When one approaches
motivation from a narrative viewpoint, and focuses on what people actually provide in the way of concrete ambitions and
images of themselves in society, mobility appears to be a powerful motivation for acquiring languages or for attaining
particular levels of proficiency in them. This, in turn, reflects upon social structure and history—we very often seen
collective images and orientations. Bekker (2003) is very suggestive in this respect.
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individual efforts (or lack thereof), intrinsic capacities and possibilities of subjects, but they are
elements of social structures of inequality and the reproduction patterns of such structures.12
Consequently, while the downscaling of normativity to a realistic local level of possibilities
and norms is surely a productive and stimulating pedagogical instrument, it is at the same
time something that reproduces systemic inequalities in society: the rift between centres and
peripheries.
5. Conclusion: the production of locality
Peripheral neighbourhoods such as Wesbank display what Appadurai (1996, p. 10) calls “vernacular globalisation”—a grassroots dimension of globalisation expressed, amongst other things,
in dense and complex forms of neighbourhood heterogeneity. This kind of grassroots globalisation
results, according to Appadurai, in more complex and unclear forms of locality, “more than ever
shot through with contradictions, destabilised by human motion, and displaced by the formation
of new kinds of virtual neighbourhoods” (1996, p. 198). Its effects include the destabilisation and
decentring of norms and the creation of spaces which, though they appear to operate within fixed
sets of institutional norms (e.g. those of the education system), in effect operate with considerable
autonomy. This autonomy, we have seen, may be extremely useful in solving local problems. In
this case, it surely contributed to the construction of an adequate learning environment for the
challenging school context of Wesbank High. But at the same time, it does not address problems
that arise translocally, as soon as the locally acquired (and locally adequate) symbolic resources
are ‘exported’, so to speak, to other places and spheres of society.
The dynamics of exclusion and marginalisation in environments such as South Africa (but,
by the same token, also elsewhere) involve complex scalar processes in which what counts
as adequate and acceptable at one scale level can be disqualified at another scale level (cf.
Blommaert, 2005b; also Blommaert et al., 2005b). Concretely, what counts as ‘good English’ in
the township may be ‘bad English’ at region or state level. Inequality occurs on the boundaries
between scales, the points of transition from strict locality to translocality, from a level defined
by the rules and codes of one place to a level defined by the rules and norms of different
places (cf. Swyngedouw, 1996; Uitermark, 2002). At such points of transition, the issue is the
mobility offered by semiotic resources such as language skills: some skills offer a very low
degree of mobility while others offer a considerably larger degree of mobility and transferability
across social and spatial domains. ‘Standard’ literacy usually falls in the second category,
while ‘non-standard’ literacy falls in the first category, even if from one perspective it can be
seen as ‘full’, developed, complex literacy within a restricted repertoire of literacy skills and
resources.
Clearly, such a diagnosis casts a different light on issues too often caught in totalising images
of clashing languages, linguistic imperialism and oppositions between ‘local’ and ‘international’
languages. In analyses drawing on such images, the sociolinguistic process is reduced to a confrontation between ‘a language from the outside’ (e.g. English) and ‘people from the inside’
(old-style ‘natives’, to some extent) who are forced to use the outside language (e.g. Mazrui, 2004;
12 The systemic nature of pretextuality is evident from many forms of contemporary institutional intercultural communication such as, e.g. asylum applications in the West (Blommaert, 2001; Maryns, 2006). People from peripheral regions
in the world enter economies of language and literacy in which they—to put it bluntly—do not stand a chance. Many
phenomena that are captured under the term ‘misunderstanding’ are, consequently, effects of structural inequality in
globalisation (see Blommaert, 2005b for a general discussion).
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Phillipson, 1992; Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000; Webb, 1994). The scheme thus drawn is attractively
simple and it invokes moral and political frames, of independence versus oppression, exclusion
versus inclusion, respect versus rejection. Sociolinguistic reality—alas!—is considerably more
complex and ambiguous. One of the main features of the language regime in Wesbank High, for
instance, is the fact that ‘English’ is a multiplex item composed of at least two different objects:
English1 , an ideologically conceived homogeneous and idealised notion of ‘English-the-languageof-success’, and English2 , a situationally and locally organised pragmatics of using ‘English’ in
ways rather distant from English1 . This is a dynamics of re-appropriation, localisation and relocation in a repertoire, in which an unattainable English1 is transformed into an attainable resource,
lowering the threshold of access while maintaining its status, appeal and perceived transferability
into upward and outward trajectories (cf. Blommaert, 2005c on Tanzania; see also Stroud, 2002
on Portuguese in Mozambique). English is thus both: it remains a language from the outside
(English1 ), but has simultaneously been made into a language from the inside (English2 ). It is not
just a ‘foreign’ language, but it has become ‘our’ language as well. So who is the oppressor, and
who is the oppressed?
Ethnographic inquiry into such processes of locality and transferability opens a wide range
of issues and casts them in a fundamentally new light. We hope to have demonstrated how the
processes observed in Wesbank High cannot be understood when assuming the existence of one
stable, singular and uniform perception of normativity in the field of literacy, nor in the field
of ‘language’ in general. Instead, a more fragmented, contextualised and localised perception
is required in which allowance is made for understanding practices in terms of repertoires, of
a local play-off of structure and agency, of determination and creativity. Monocentric, uniform
and a-contextual ideas of normativity and of language belong to the realm of structure and
determination; that insight is critical, but it does not make them less real, less powerful and les
oppressive. Ethnography can show the cracks and the gaps in this complex, but it cannot close
them.
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Appendix A. Transcription symbols
In this paper, we use a simplified transcription system in which the following symbols are
used:
/
*
:
...
{}
=
(lo)
I

segment boundaries
stress on the following syllable
(after vowel) lengthened vowel
pause
pragmatic and metapragmatic information
latching and rapid sequencing
low pitch
turn overlap
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Appendix B. Proﬁles of the six learners
The profiles of the six learners we selected reveal one of the most striking features of the Wesbank High population: its extreme diversity in backgrounds, life histories, skills and educational
achievements.
Learner A: black, female, 14 years old, Xhosa mother tongue, lived together with her father
and stepmother in Wesbank, with two sisters. Her biological mother lived in Johannesburg
and she had never been there. She was born in the Eastern Cape Province and arrived in
Cape Town in June 2003. She planned to go back to the Eastern Cape in December 2004.
Learner B: coloured, male, 16 years old, Afrikaans mother tongue. He had two younger
brothers and one of them lived together with him and his mother in Wesbank. Teacher X
told us that B’s mother was ill and had some mental problems. The elder brother lived with
his grandmother. From the interview we could conclude that they also lived in Wesbank.
Learner C: Coloured, female, 16 years old, Afrikaans mother tongue. She lived together
with her elder brother (23 years old) and sister (25 years old) at her aunt’s house in Wesbank. She also had three little brothers and another elder sister, but they did not live in
Wesbank. Before she came to Wesbank in 2004 she lived in another township. She saw
her mother every first Sunday of the month. During the weekends she lived in yet another
township.
Learner D: Coloured, male, 17 years old, Afrikaans mother tongue. His mother had settled
in Wesbank 5 years ago, and D travelled in 2003 with a bus from Kraaifontein to Wesbank.
He lived together with his mother, father, an elder brother, younger brother (Grade 7) and
sister (Grade 6). His elder brother has finished high school and was looking for a job. His
father was a mechanical engineer and worked at a place where they repaired railways and
trains. At the moment of the interview there were problems at home between his mother
and father.
Learner E: Black, male, 17 years old, Xhosa mother tongue. He lived together
with his sister and brother at his mother’s house. He was born in Johannesburg;
from there he visited his fathers’ family in the Eastern Cape, where he did his
first grade. Apart from this, he did not mention his father. From then onwards
he lived in Cape Town. He had lived in other townships before moving into
Wesbank.
Learner F: Black, male, 16 years old, Sotho mother tongue. He lived together with his elder
brother in Wesbank since 2001. When he was sixteen, he travelled alone to Wesbank from
Johannesburg, where he had always lived and where his mother still lived.
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